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Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

Front-page News

Some events of the day

Andrea Tornielli tells Pope Francesco

The journalist Andrea Tornelli, author of "Vatican
Insider", is a yearly host of "Summer Inspiration". It is a
festival organized by the Deanery of Fassa, in
collaboration with the Tourist Board and the various
villages.

"Vi racconto Papa Francesco", with breaking
news and curiosities that just few people know.
Andrea Tornielli, the Vatican expert and journalist
of the newspaper "La Stampa" describes today,
at 9.00 p.m. in Piazza Marconi, Jorge Mario
Bergoglio. The event belongs to the festival
called "Summer Inspiration" and tonight the
journalist reveals his point of view on the life,
expectations and future of the Holy Father,
who’s really beloved all around the world. The
expert followed systematically the Conclave and
the first months of pontificate, including the trip
to Brazil. Tornelli recently published the book
"Francesco – Insieme" (Piemme), where he
describes the attitude of a son of immigrants,
whose main action revolves around around the
evangelical radicalism and the mercy.

"I sentieri inesplorati"
Moena
5.30 pm – Council Chamber of the Municipal
Building. Presentation of the "I sentieri inesplorati,
autobiografia di una pellegrina dietro l’invisibile" by
Giovanna Negrotto Cambiaso. The book gives a hint
to understand the complementarities between the
Christianity and Hinduism.

The songs of Coronelle
Mazzin
9.00 pm - Piazza de S. Maria Madalena. Concert of
the choral group from Cavalese, directed by
Leonardo Sonn. It celebrated in 2012 50 years of

Here’s the Band
Pozza di Fassa
9.00 pm - Padiglione Manifestazioni. The band of the
village, directed by Maestro Giancarlo Dorich,
performs tonight in the heart of the village.

Historical outing

Passepartout

InVal San Nicolò along Street
de Rusci

Entrancing fireworks on Pezzè
Lake

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From Pozza set off for San Nicolò Valley. Leave
the car at the car park Saùch and ascend the
narrow wood that hide on the left side Street de
Rusci. This name comes from the fact that it
was Russian prisoners who built it during the
Great War. Follow the path, which alternates flat
to moderate ascents, till you come across path
no.641 to "Lach de Lauscel" (L. Lake). Turn left,
walk on the gangway on Ruf de Sèn Nicolò and
enter the wood. The descent continues until an
alluvial stony ground and the gully "Giaf". Make
your way now to the dirt road of the last stretch
of Val San Nicolò. Descending to Hut Ciampié
(1.826 m) you will reach the asphalt street until
the car park Saùch (2,15 hrs).

The cheerfulness of Mid August rules the
atmosphere, and the fireworks dash fast to the
sky, where they turn into an explosion of sounds
and colours. They are the protagonist, tonight at
9.30 p.m. on the Pezzè Lake (an artificial lake as
the Fedaia one), and, as the shooting stars,
lighten the night. The basin is located between
Soraga and Moena, and is the ideal spot for the
pyrotechnical show, as the glows reflects on the
lake and multiply, and in the meanwhile, the
surrounding peaks amplify the sonorous effect.
Moreover, the bank of that basin is the perfect
place where to admire the show. You can reach
the venue from the two villages, with a pleasant
and easy after-dinner walk.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
At the end of the 16th century, Alba was connected with the hollow of Fuciade, nearby San Pellegrino
Pass, by a path really frequented. The itinerary headed to the region Veneto and was duty-free,
boundary spots, created only in 1866 (after the second Italian independency war). The route was
long but easy, above all if people had to carry wares. From Alba they have to ascend the Contrin
Valley, and after endless gravel paths, they got to Cirelle Pass, the only demanding stretch because
of the permanent snow. Thereafter they descent to Fuciade, and from there to the villages in Veneto.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

17/08/2013 (8.30 am)
Sellaronda MTB. Booking at "Sport
Check Point" (outing against payment).
Canazei

17/08/2013 (9.00 am)
Walking along the ancient shepherds’
paths. "Sport Check Point".
Campitello di Fassa
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